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Abstract
A subsequence of a word w is a word u such that u = w[i1]w[i2] . . . w[ik], for some set of indices
1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ |w|. A word w is k-subsequence universal over an alphabet Σ if every
word in Σk appears in w as a subsequence. In this paper, we study the intersection between the set
of k-subsequence universal words over some alphabet Σ and regular languages over Σ. We call a
regular language L k-∃-subsequence universal if there exists a k-subsequence universal word in L,
and k-∀-subsequence universal if every word of L is k-subsequence universal. We give algorithms
solving the problems of deciding if a given regular language, represented by a finite automaton
recognising it, is k-∃-subsequence universal and, respectively, if it is k-∀-subsequence universal, for
a given k. The algorithms are FPT w.r.t. the size of the input alphabet, and their run-time does
not depend on k; they run in polynomial time in the number n of states of the input automaton
when the size of the input alphabet is O(log n). Moreover, we show that the problem of deciding if
a given regular language is k-∃-subsequence universal is NP-complete, when the language is over a
large alphabet. Further, we provide algorithms for counting the number of k-subsequence universal
words (paths) accepted by a given deterministic (respectively, nondeterministic) finite automaton,
and ranking an input word (path) within the set of k-subsequence universal words accepted by a
given finite automaton.
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1 Introduction

Words and subsequences are two fundamental combinatorial objects. Informally, a sub-
sequence of a word w is a word u that can be obtained by deleting some of w’s let-
ters while preserving the order of the rest. For instance, taunt and salty are sub-
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4:2 k-Universality of Regular Languages

sequences of automatauniversality, while trauma is not since these letters do not occur
in the correct order. Subsequences are a heavily studied object within computer science
[6, 9, 13, 22, 31, 35, 38, 40, 45, 49, 50, 51] and beyond, with applications in a wide number
of fields including bioinformatics [23, 47], database theory [5, 17, 32, 33], and modelling
concurrency [46]. A survey of combinatorial pattern matching algorithms for subsequences
has been provided by Kosche et al. [36], highlighting a series of recent results for problems
on finding subsequences in words as well as their applications and connections to other areas
of computer science, to which we refer the reader for further details and references.

This paper considers k-subsequence universal words. A word w is k-subsequence universal
over an alphabet Σ = {1, . . . , σ} if w contains every word of length k over Σ as a subsequence.
These words were first defined by Karandikar and Schnoebelen [28, 44] as k-rich words,
however more recent work has used the term k-subsequence (or scattered factor) universality
[2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 14, 35, 45], which we use here. The study of these words follows from the
seminal work by Simon [48] where a congruence – nowadays known as Simon’s congruence –
is introduced. Two words w, v are k-congruent, denoted w ∼k v, if w and v share the same
set of subsequences up to length k. As such, k-subsequence universal words are those which
are k-congruent to the word (1 · · · σ)k.

Simon’s congruence relation is well studied [11, 13, 14, 49, 50, 51], with recent asymptot-
ically optimal algorithms for testing if two words are k-congruent [6] and for computing the
largest k for which two words are k-congruent [18], as well as for pattern matching under Si-
mon’s congruence [31]. Indeed, besides the usage of k-subsequence universal words in [28, 44]
in a context related to the study of the height of piecewise testable languages and the logic of
subsequence, the idea of universality itself is quite important in formal languages, automata
theory, but also in combinatorics. In this context, the universality problem [25] is whether a
given language L (over an alphabet Σ, given as an automaton) is equal to Σ∗. This problem
for various classes of languages and language accepting/generating formalisms is studied in,
e.g., [41, 37, 19] and the references therein. The universality problem was considered for
contiguous factors (substrings) of words [39, 10] and partial words [7, 21], as well. In that
context, one analyses, the (partial) words w over an alphabet Σ which have exactly one
occurrence of each string of length ℓ over Σ as a substring. De Bruijn sequences [10] fulfil
this property and have many applications in computer science or combinatorics, see [7, 21]
and the references therein. While it is a perfectly valid problem to investigate (partial) words
where each substring occurs exactly once, in the case of subsequence universality this is a
trivial restriction, as in each long-enough word there will be subsequences occurring more
than once [6].

Coming closer to the topic of this work, we recall the works by Barker et al. [6], Day et
al. [9], and Schnoebelen and Veron [45], which directly address k-subsequence universal words.
In [6], the authors show that it is possible to determine in linear time (1) whether a word is
k-subsequence universal and (2) the shortest k-subsequence universal prefix of a given word.
Additionally, they show that the minimal set of factors w1, w2, . . . , wℓ of a word w, such that
w1w2 · · · wℓ is k-subsequence universal and the exponent i such that wi is k-subsequence
universal can be determined efficiently. Further, [9] proposes a set of algorithmic results for
computing the minimum number of edit operations (insertion, deletions, substitutions) to
apply to a word w in order to make it k-subsequence universal; in general, their algorithms
run in O(|w|k) time, for k ≤ |w| (the problems are trivial, otherwise). Interestingly, the
problems approached in that paper can be seen as determining the minimum number ∆ such
that the (finite) language containing the words found at edit distance at most ∆ from w

contains a k-universal word. Finally, [45] presents an algorithm computing the largest k for
which a word, given in a compressed form, is k-universal.
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Another paper which is also strongly related to our work is [29] (as well as its follow-up
[30]). In this paper, the authors investigate the language of words which are k-congruent to
u, for a given word u, called the k-closure of u. They show that this language is regular, and
effectively construct a finite automaton recognising it (of size exponential in σ, the size of the
input alphabet). Now, testing whether another given finite (or regular) language contains a
word which is k-congruent to u can be reduced to deciding the emptiness of the intersection
between the k-closure of u and the given language.

Our work builds on [9, 29], as well as on the works whose main object is the downward
closure of languages (see [51] and the references therein), and investigates the problem
of efficiently detecting k-subsequence universal words within regular languages. In other
words, we are interested in identifying the words of a given regular language L which are
k-subsequence universal, i.e., in the k-closure of the target word (1 · · · σ)k. There is, however,
a fundamental difference between the problems considered here and those of [29, 30]. The
input of the problems studied here is a regular language L and a number k (given in binary
representation, similarly to [9]), and we want to detect the words of L which are k-universal,
without having to explicitly write those words or the target word (1 · · · σ)k (whose length is
at least kσ, so exponential in the size of the binary representation of k, our input). On the
other hand, in the setting of [29, 30] we are explicitly given a target word w for which we
construct the finite automaton recognising its k-closure; applying this approach to our setting
would lead to dealing explicitly with the target word w = (1 · · · σ)k, so we would directly have
an exponential blow-up both at this step and when the automaton is constructed. Hence,
the problem discussed in this paper extends significantly the one of [9] by looking at the
intersection between the language of k-subsequence universal words and arbitrary regular
languages, rather than a very particular class of finite languages. Moreover, it addresses a
highly-relevant particular case of the theory presented in [29, 30], by considering the class of
k-subsequence universal words, with the interesting property that this case can be succinctly
specified, and with the hope that more direct and efficient algorithms can be obtained in
this setting, without having to go through the general framework.

Going more into the details of our approach, we start our investigation by defining two
notions for k-subsequence universality of regular languages. A regular language L is existence
k-subsequence universal (k-∃-subsequence universal) if there exists at least one k-subsequence
universal word in L, and it is universal k-subsequence universal (k-∀-subsequence universal)
if every word of L is k-subsequence universal. We assume that regular languages are given
by finite automata which recognises them, so, canonically, we will call an automaton k-∃-
subsequence universal (respectively, k-∀-subsequence universal) if the language accepted by
it is k-∃-subsequence universal (respectively, k-∀-subsequence universal).

Alongside the categorisation problems (given an automaton, decide whether the language
it recognises is k-∃-subsequence universal or k-∀-subsequence universal), we consider the
problems of counting and ranking the number of ℓ-length k-subsequence universal words
accepted by a given finite automaton A. The counting problem asks for the total number of
ℓ-length k-subsequence universal words accepted by A. The ranking problem takes a word w

as input and asks for the number of k-subsequence universal words accepted by A that are
lexicographically smaller than w. Both of these problems have been heavily studied for other
classes of words, including cyclic words [1, 2, 3, 16, 20, 34, 43] and Gray codes [16, 34, 42].

Our Contributions. In Section 2 we introduce the novel notions of k-∃-subsequence univer-
sality or k-∀-subsequence universality for regular languages and finite automata.

In Section 3, we give algorithms solving the problems of deciding if the language accepted
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by a given finite automaton with n states is k-∃-subsequence universal and, respectively, if it
is k-∀-subsequence universal, for a given k. These algorithms are fixed parameter tractable
with respect to σ, the size of the input alphabet. If we have additionally σ ∈ O(log n), they
run in polynomial time, and their run-time does not depend at all on k. Note that one could
easily devise solutions for both these problems using the framework of [29, 30], but their
complexity would have been exponential both in log k (the size of the representation of k in
our input) and in σ. Moreover, we show that, if no bound is placed on the size of the input
alphabet, the problem of deciding if a given regular language is k-∃-subsequence universal is
NP-complete. The NP-hardness of this problem follows from [29]; it is worth noting that,
on the one hand, the problem is hard even if k = 1, but also, on the other hand, that the
hardness proof is indeed based on the fact that the input alphabet is large (equal to the
number of states in the input automaton). Showing that this problem is in NP, as well as
our algorithms, requires a series of combinatorial insights on the structure of k-universal
words accepted by finite automata.

Further, in Section 4, building on the aforementioned understanding of the combinatorial
properties of k-universal words accepted by finite automata, we provide algorithms for
counting the number of k-subsequence universal words (respectively, paths) accepted by a
given deterministic (respectively, non-deterministic) finite automaton, and ranking an input
word within the set of k-subsequence universal words (paths) accepted by a given deterministic
(respectively, non-deterministic) finite automaton. Again, this approach extends non-trivially
the approach from [2], where problems related to counting and ranking subsequence universal
words (unrestricted by any regular membership constraint) were approached for the first
time.

2 Preliminaries

Let N = {1, 2, . . .} denote the natural numbers and set N0 = N∪{0} as well as [n] = {1, . . . , n}
and [i, n] = {i, i + 1, . . . , n} for all i, n ∈ N0 with i ≤ n.

An alphabet Σ = {1, 2, . . . , σ} is a finite set of symbols, called letters (w.l.o.g., we can
assume that the letters are integers). A word w is a finite sequence of letters from a given
alphabet and its length |w| is the number of w’s letters. For i ∈ [|w|] let w[i] denote
w’s ith letter. The set of all finite words (aka strings) over the alphabet Σ, denoted by
Σ∗, is the free monoid generated by Σ with concatenation as operation and the neutral
element is the empty word ε, i.e., the word of length 0. Let Σn denote all words in Σ∗

exactly of length n ∈ N0 and Σ≤n the set of all words of Σ∗ up to length n ∈ N0. Set
alph(w) = {a ∈ Σ | ∃i ∈ [|w|] : w[i] = a} as w’s alphabet. For u, w ∈ Σ∗, u is called a
factor of w, if w = xuy for some words x, y ∈ Σ∗. If x = ε (resp., y = ε) then u is called a
prefix (resp., suffix) of w. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ |w| define the factor from w’s ith letter to the jth

letter by w[i, j] = w[i] · · · w[j]. Futher, given a pair of indices i < j, w[j, i] = ε. Let < be
an order relation on Σ (e.g., the natural order on integers). We extend this order relation
to the lexicrographical order on Σ∗ in the following way: the word u is lexicographically
smaller than the word w (u < w) iff either u is a prefix of w or there exists x, y1, y2 ∈ Σ∗

and a, b ∈ Σ with u = xay1, w = xby2 and a < b.
As we are interested in investigating the k-subsequence universality of regular languages,

we firstly introduce the basic concepts related to subsequences. We then present the definitions
for the transformation of these notions to the domain of regular languages and finite automata.

▶ Definition 1. Let w ∈ Σ∗ and n ∈ N0. A word u ∈ Σ∗ is called subsequence of w

(u ∈ SubSeq(w)) if there exist v1, . . . , vn+1 ∈ Σ∗ such that w = v1u[1]v2u[2] · · · vnu[n]vn+1.
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Set SubSeqk(w) = {u ∈ SubSeq(w) | |u| = k}.

▶ Example 2. Subsequences of automatauniversality are auto, tomata, salty, mate, and
atom while star and alien are not because their letters do not occur in the correct order.

In [6], the authors investigated words which have, for a given k ∈ N0, all words from Σk

as subsequence, namely k-subsequence universal words. Note that this notion is similar to
the one of richness introduced and investigated in [27, 28]. We stick here to the notion of
k-subsequence universality since our focus are regular languages and thus the well-known
notion of the universality of automata and formal languages, i.e., L(A) = Σ∗ for a given
finite automaton A, is close to the one of subsequence universality of words.

▶ Definition 3. A word w ∈ Σ∗ is called k-subsequence universal (w.r.t. Σ), for k ∈ N0, if
SubSeqk(w) = Σk. If the context is clear we briefly call w k-universal. The universality-index
ι(w) is the largest k such that w is k-universal.

We denote the set of k-universal words in a given set M ⊆ Σ∗ by UnivM,k. Thus, the
set of all k-universal words over a given alphabet Σ is denoted UnivΣ∗,k.

▶ Example 4. Consider the word w = baaababb ∈ {a, b}∗. We have | SubSeq3(baaababb)| =
|{aaa, aab, aba, abb, baa, bab, bba, bbb}| = 8 = 23. Thus, baaababb ∈ Univ{a,b}∗,3. Since
abba /∈ SubSeq4(baaababb), it follows that baaababb /∈ Univ{a,b}∗,4 and ι(baaababb) = 3.

Further, we recall the arch factorisation by Hébrard [24] which factorises words uniquely.

▶ Definition 5. The arch factorisation of w ∈ Σ∗ is given by w = ar1(w) · · · ark(w) r(w) for
k ∈ N0 with ι(ari(w)) = 1 and ari(w)[| ari(w)|] /∈ alph(ari(w)[1, | ari(w)| − 1]) for all i ∈ [k],
as well as alph(r(w)) ⊊ Σ. The words ari(w) are the arches and r(w) is the rest of w.

▶ Example 6. Continuing Example 4, we have the arch factorisation w = (ba) · (aab) · (ab) · b
where the parantheses denote the three arches and the rest b.

A proper subset of the k-universal words is given by all the words with an empty rest
introduced in [12] as the set of perfect k-universal words.

▶ Definition 7. We call a word w ∈ Σ∗ perfect k-universal if ι(w) = k and r(w) = ε. The
set of all these words with alph(w) = Σ is denoted by PUnivΣ∗,k.

▶ Example 8. The word baaababb from Examples 4 and 6 is not perfect 3-universal since
it has ι(baaababb) = 3 but r(baaababb) = b ̸= ε. To give a positive example, consider
abcbbaccbbaacb ∈ PUniv{a,b,c}∗,4 since its arch factorisation is (abc) · (bbac) · (cbba) · (acb).

▶ Theorem 9 ([6]). Let w ∈ Σ≥k with alph(w) = Σ. Then we have ι(w) = k iff w has
exactly k arches.

In the remainder of this section, we introduce the basic definitions we need to define
the k-universality of regular languages. For basic notions on finite automata, we refer
to [26]. A non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) A is a tuple (Q, Σ, q0, δ, F ) with the
finite set of states Q (of cardinality n ∈ N), an initial state q0 ∈ Q, the set of final states
F ⊆ Q, an input alphabet Σ, and a transition function δ : Q × Σ → 2Q, where 2Q is the
powerset of Q. If we have |δ(q, a)| = 1 for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, then A is called deterministic
(DFA). We call a sequence π = (q0, a1, q1, a2, . . . , aℓ, qℓ) an ℓ-length path in A iff qi ∈ Q

for all i ∈ [0, ℓ] and qi+1 ∈ δ(qi, ai+1), for all i ∈ [0, ℓ − 1]. The word wπ = a1 · · · aℓ is
the word (label) associated to π. A path is simple if it does not contain the same state

ISAAC 2023
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Figure 1 A 2-∃-universal NFA A and a 1-∀-universal NFA B.

twice. Moreover, a state q ∈ Q is called accessible (respectively, co-accessible) in A if
there exists a path connecting q0 to q (respectively, q to a final state). A path is called
accepting if qℓ ∈ F holds. Define the language of A, i.e., the set of words accepted by
A, by L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∃ accepting path π in A : w = wπ}. For abbreviation, we set
An = L(A)∩Σn and A≤n = L(A)∩Σ≤n. Note that the class of languages accepted by NFAs
is equal to the class of languages accepted by DFAs and it is equal to the class of regular
languages. Moreover, for every word w ∈ L(A) there exists exactly one (in the deterministic
case) or a set of (in the non-deterministic case) associated path(s). For a word w accepted
by a finite automaton, let πw denote one accepting path labelled with w; in the case when
there are multiple such paths, we simply choose one of them. Since we usually are interested
in only one path for a word w ∈ L(A), we refer to it as πw.

▶ Definition 10. For a given NFA A, the reverse transition function ∆(q, x) returns the set
of states in Q with a transition labelled by x to q, i.e, ∆(q, x) = {q′ ∈ Q | δ(q′, x) = q}.

Now, we can define the k-subsequence universality of a regular language L. Here, we
distinguish whether at least one or all words of L are k-universal w.r.t. Definition 3. Note that
we always take the minimal alphabet Σ such that L ⊆ Σ∗ as a reference when considering
the k-universality of words from L.

▶ Definition 11. Let L be a regular language. L is called existence k-subsequence universal
(k-∃-universal) for some k ∈ N, if there exists a k-universal word w ∈ L. L is called universal
k-subsequence universal (k-∀-universal) for some k ∈ N, if all w ∈ L are k-universal.

If a regular language L, accepted by some finite automaton A (NFA or DFA), is k-∃-
universal (respectively, k-∀-universal) then we also say that the automaton A is k-∃-universal
(respectively, k-∀-universal). Further, we also say that a path π in A is k-universal if the
label of π, namely wπ, is k-universal. As an example, a 2-∃-universal NFA A, which is not
3-∃-universal, and a 1-∀-universal NFA B which is not 2-∀-universal are shown in Figure 1
(note that B recognises exactly every permutation of abc). Based on this definition we define
two associated decision problems.

▶ Problem 12. The existence subsequence universality problem for regular languages (k-ESU)
is to decide for a regular language, given by a finite automaton A recognising it, and k ∈ N,
given in binary representation, whether L is k-∃-universal.

▶ Problem 13. The universal subsequence universality problem for finite automata (k-ASU)
is to decide for a regular language, given by a finite automaton A recognising it, and k ∈ N,
given in binary representation, whether L is k-∀-universal.
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We finish this section by introducing the rank of a word in order to enumerate the
k-universal words accepted by a given finite automaton.

▶ Definition 14. The rank of a word w within the set UnivM,k is the number of words in
UnivM,k lexicographically smaller than w, i.e. rank(w) = |{v ∈ UnivM,k | v < w}|.

▶ Remark 15. By Definition 3, the set of all k-universal words accepted by A is given by
UnivL(A),k, the set of all n-length k-universal words accepted by A is given by UnivAn,k,
and the set of all k-universal words of length at most n accepted by A is given by UnivA≤n,k.

The computational model we use is the standard unit-cost RAM with logarithmic word
size: for an input of size n, each memory word can hold log(n) bits. Arithmetic and bitwise
operations with numbers in [1, n] are, thus, assumed to take O(1) time. Numbers larger
than n, with ℓ bits, are represented in O(ℓ/ log n) memory words, and working with them
takes time proportional to the number of memory words on which they are represented.
In all the problems, we assume that we are given a number k, binary encoded, and one
finite automaton A, specified as the set of states, set of input letters, set of transitions, and
initial and final states. The size of the input is, as such, the size of the binary encoding of
k, which is ⌈log2 k⌉, plus the size S of the encoding of A (which is lower bounded by the
number of edges in the graph associated to the automaton). So, one memory word can hold
log(S + log2(k)) bits.

For a more detailed general discussion on this model see, e. g., [8].
Some of our algorithms run in exponential time and use exponential space w.r.t. the size n

of the input. Following the literature dealing with such exponential algorithms (see, e.g., [15]),
we will use the O∗-notation. By definition, for functions f and g we write f(n) = O∗(g(n)) if
f(n) = O(g(n)nO(1)). In other words, the O∗-notation hides polynomial factors, just as the
O-notation hides constants. Using this notation, we can assume that our single-exponential
time and single-exponential space algorithms run on a RAM model where arithmetic and
bitwise operations with single exponential numbers (w.r.t. the size n of the input) as well
as accessing the memory-words (given their address, like in an usual RAM) are assumed to
take O∗(1) time. Working with such a computational model allows us to analyse the actual
algorithms rather than the various intricacies of the computational model.

In particular, when expressing the complexity of our algorithms, we get functions which
are exponential in σ (the size of the alphabet) but polynomial in the number n of states
of the input NFA or, for the enumeration algorithms, in the length m of the enumerated
strings or in the value of the input number k (the parameter of the considered problems).
For clarity of the exposure, although we use the O∗-notation, we will explicitly write the
dependency on n, m, and k, and only hide the polynomial dependency on σ.

3 Decision Problems

In this section, we consider the decision problems k-ESU and k-ASU. We begin with a series
of combinatorial observations.

▶ Remark 16. Every path acccepted by an NFA A is k-universal iff every simple accepting
path in it is k-universal. In one direction, if A accepts any path that is not k-universal, then
not every path accepted by A is k-universal. Otherwise, the set of paths induced by every
word accepted by A must contain, as a subsequence, some non-cyclic path. Therefore, if
each non-cyclic path is k-universal, then every path is.

ISAAC 2023
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q1 q2 q3 q4
a a a

Σ \ {a}
A

Figure 2 Note that the shortest k-universal word accepted by A has length (σ − 1)kn.

▶ Lemma 17. Let q, q′ ∈ Q be a pair of states in the NFA A such that there exists a path π

from q to q′ where the final transition in π is labelled x ∈ Σ. Then, there exists some path π′

of length at most n = |Q| from q to q′ where the final transition in the path is labelled x.

Proof. Let q̂ ∈ Q be the state in π before q′, i.e., the state such that q′ ∈ δ(q̂, x). As there
are at most n states in A, given any pair of states q1, q2 ∈ Q, if q2 can be reached from q1,
then there must exist a path from q1 to q2 of length at most n − 1. In particular, there exists
a path of length n − 1 from q to q̂. Extending this path by the transition from q̂ reading x
to q′, we obtain a path π′ from q to q′ of length at most n. ◀

▶ Lemma 18. For an NFA A with n states, if there is a k-universal word accepted by A,
then there is a k-universal word accepted by A of length at most knσ − (n − 1)(k − 1).

Proof. Let w be a k-universal word accepted by A and for all i ∈ [k] let ai,1, . . . ai,σ ∈ Σ be
the letters of Σ in the order they occur in ari(w), that is ai,1 = ari(w)[1] and ai,j = ari(w)[ℓ]
such that j − 1 = | alph(ari(w)[1, ℓ − 1])| < | alph(ari(w)[1, ℓ])| = j for 1 < j ≤ σ. Then
ari(w) = ai,1ui,1ai,2 · · · ui,σ−1ai,σ where ui,j ∈ Σ∗ is a word such that there is a path πui,j in
A labeled with ui,j . For the sake of readability we denote the suffix of w starting after ark(w)
by uk+1,1 in this proof. By Lemma 17, ui,j is accepted by an automaton with at most n

states obtainable from A by changing the initial (respectively, final) state of A to the starting
(respectively, end) state of πui,j . Hence we can find a word vi,j of length at most n−1 which is
the label of a path starting and ending in the same state as πui,j

. Let w′ be the word obtained
from w by replacing every ui,j by vi,j . Then w′ is a k-universal word accepted by A of
length |w′| =

∑k
i=1

(∑σ
j=1 |ai,j | +

∑σ−1
j=1 |vi,j |

)
+ |vk+1,1| ≤ k (σ + (σ − 1)(n − 1)) + n − 1 =

knσ − (k − 1)(n − 1) (cf. Figure 2). ◀

We now move to the main results of this section and give fixed parameter tractable (FPT)
algorithms w.r.t. σ. The time complexity of these algorithms is polynomial for σ ∈ O(log n)
and does not depend at all on k.

▶ Lemma 19. For a given NFA A with n states and |Σ| = σ, we can decide in O∗(n32σ)
time whether A accepts words whose universality index is arbitrarily large. If the answer is
negative, then we can compute the largest universality index of a word accepted by A.

Proof. Assume that A = (Q, Σ, q0, δ, F ), as defined in Section 2. Let us assume w.l.o.g. that
A contains only accessible and co-accessible states.

Our approach is based on a series of observations. We first make these observations, and
then provide an algorithm proving the statement of the lemma.

Note first that if there exists a state q ∈ Q (which is both accessible and co-accessible, by
assumption) such that there is a path in A from q to q labelled with a word which contains all
letters of Σ, then we can immediately decide that A accepts words whose universality index
is arbitrarily large. Indeed, to obtain an accepted word (accepting path), whose universality
index is at least ℓ, we follow the path from q0 to q, then follow ℓ times the path which
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contains all letters of Σ going from q to q, and finally follow a path connecting q to a final
state.

Secondly, assume that there exists no state q ∈ Q such that there is a path in A from q to
q labelled with a word which contains all letters of Σ. In this setting we note that, for each
state q ∈ Q, there exists a unique maximal (w.r.t. inclusion) subset Vq ⊊ Σ such that there
exists a path from q to q labelled with a word βq with alph(βq) = Vq. Indeed, if two such
different maximal sets V ′

q and V ′′
q would exist, witnessed by the words w′ and w′′, then we

can follow the path labelled with w′w′′, which goes from q to q, and alph(w′w′′) = V ′
q ∪ V ′′

q

(and this includes both V ′
q and V ′′

q ).
Finally, consider an accepting path π = (q0, a1, q1, a2, . . . , aℓ, qℓ) of A. We can rewrite

the path π as follows:
Find the rightmost occurrence of q0 in π; let us assume that this is the hth state on this
path, namely qh. Replace the subpath connecting the initial occurrence of q0 to qh with
the loop (q0, a1 · · · ah)◦ (where we use ◦ to emphasise this is a loop). Now the path is
rewritten as ((q0, a1 · · · ah)◦, ah+1, qh+1, . . . , aℓ, qℓ). If q0 appears only once in π, then the
path is rewritten as ((q0, ε)◦, a1, q1, . . . , aℓ, qℓ).
Now, we repeat the procedure for the path (qh+1, ah+2, . . . , aℓ, qℓ) (respectively, if q0
appeared only once on π, for the path (q1, . . . , aℓ, qℓ)).

After completing this process, one obtains a normal-form representation of the path π as
((q′

0, α1)◦, a′
1, (q′

1, α2)◦, a′
2, . . . , a′

r, (q′
r, αr+1)◦), with r ≤ n, as the states q′

0 = q0, q′
1, . . . , q′

r

are pairwise distinct; moreover, αi ∈ Σ∗ for all i ∈ [r].
Let us come back now to the case when there exists no state q ∈ Q such that there

is a path in A from q to q labelled with a word which contains all letters of Σ. Consider
now all accepting paths ((q′

0, α1)◦, a′
1, (q′

1, α2)◦, a′
2, . . . , a′

r, (q′
r, αr+1)◦) (given in normal-form

representation) where the states q′
0, . . . , q′

r and the letters a′
1, . . . , a′

r are fixed, and the loops
α1, . . . , αr are variable. We are interested in how we can, for i ∈ [r + 1], choose αi ∈ V ∗

qi−1
in

order to maximise the universality index of the resulting word. We claim that it is enough to
take αi = β2

qi−1
(where the words βq were defined above). Indeed, this holds because the arch

decomposition of the word labelling the path ((q′
0, α1)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, α2)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
r, (q′

r, αr+1)◦)
is done greedily from left to right, and we are thus interested in packing as many arches
as possible in each of the prefixes ((q′

0, α1)◦, a′
1, (q′

1, α2)◦, a′
2, . . . , a′

i, (q′
i, αi+1)◦), for all i. So,

we begin by noting that the alphabet of the word labelling ((q′
0, α1)◦) is always included in

Vq′
0
, and is indeed equal to Vq′

0
for, e.g., α1 = β2

q′
0
. Now, let us consider i ≥ 1 and the path

((q′
0, α1)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, α2)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
i, (q′

i, αi+1)◦). We note that, as we do not have 1-universal
loops, the loop (q′

i, αi+1)◦ can at most complete the final (and previously incomplete) arch
of ((q′

0, α1)◦, a′
1, (q′

1, α2)◦, a′
2, . . . , a′

i−1, (q′
i−1, αi)◦); after this potential completion, we can

only try to add as many new letters as we can in the last arch. So, we will define αi+1 as a
power of the word βq′

i
, that labels the loop containing q′

i which adds the most new letters to
the constructed word, and moreover it is enough to only use βq′

i
twice in this power (i.e.,

αi+1 = β2
qi

). To see that this holds, note that if the rest of the word labelling the path
((q′

0, α1)◦, a′
1, (q′

1, α2)◦, a′
2, . . . , a′

i−1, (q′
i−1, αi)◦) is completed to a new arch by a repetition

βf
q′

i
for some f > 2, then this is done by the first βq′

i
from this repetition. Then, the suffix

βf−1
q′

i
adds as many new letters to the alphabet of the rest of the resulting word as a single

occurrence of βq′
i
. This completes the proof of our claim.

In conclusion: among all accepting paths ((q′
0, α1)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, α2)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
r, (q′

r, αr+1)◦)
(given in normal-form representation) the path ((q′

0, β2
q′

0
)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, β2

q′
1
)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
r, (q′

r, β2
q′

r
)◦)

has the highest universality index.
Based on these observations, we can now state the main idea of our algorithm. We first
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preprocess the input automaton to get rid of the states which are not accessible and of the
states which are not co-accessible. Then, we check whether there exists a state q ∈ Q such that
there is a path in A from q to q labelled with a word which contains all letters of Σ; if yes, we
simply decide that there exists k-universal accepted words, for any k. If no such state exists, we
compute, by dynamic programming, the path ((q′

0, β2
q′

0
)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, β2

q′
1
)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
r, (q′

r, β2
q′

r
)◦)

with the highest universality index, for all states qr ∈ Q.
In the following we describe this algorithm in more details, by highlighting its main

phases.
Preprocessing: We determine the accessible states of A by running a graph traversal

algorithm on A starting from the state q0. The not-accessible states are removed. We
determine the co-accessible states of A by running a graph traversal algorithm on the graph
of A, with the direction of all edges inverted, starting from the final states. The not-co-
accessible states of A are removed. The complexity of this step is O(n3) in the worst case.
Note that for this step it is enough to consider a simplified form of the graph associated to
A, where we only see, for each two states, if there is at least one edge between them or not;
as such, the total size of the graph A is O(n2)). From now on, we assume that all states of
A are both accessible and co-accessible.

Universal Loops: In this step, we determine whether there exists a state q of A such that
there is a path in A from q to q labelled with a word which contains all letters of Σ. This
is done as follows. For each state q ∈ Q, we run the following process. We define L to be
a queue, initially containing the element (q, ∅), and S be a set which is initially empty. As
long as L is not empty, we pop the first element from L, let it be (q′, R′), and update S to
S ∪{(q′, R′)}. Now, for all transitions leaving q of the form q′′ ∈ δ(q′, a), if (q′′, R′ ∪{a}) ̸∈ S,
we insert (q′′, R′ ∪ {a}) into L. When L is empty, we are done, and we simply check if (q, Σ)
is contained in S. If (q, Σ) is contained in S then there exists a path from q to q which is
1-universal. Otherwise, there is no such path. Moreover, we also compute and store the set
Vq of maximal cardinality for which (q, Vq) belongs to S.

After running the above process for all states in Q, if we have identified a state q for
which there exists a path from q to q which is 1-universal, then we simply conclude that A
accepts words whose universality index is arbitrarily large. Otherwise, we continue with the
next phase.

The complexity of this phase is O∗(n32σ), as the numbers of transitions leaving a state q

is upper bounded by nσ.
No Universal Loop: In this case, we will use a n × 2σ matrix M [·][·] (and an auxiliary

matrix M ′ of the same size). Our algorithm has at most n iterations, and we will maintain the
property that, before iteration ℓ + 1 (for ℓ ≥ 0), M [q′

r][V ] is the maximum among the number
of arches of some path with the normal-form ((q′

0, β2
q′

0
)◦, a′

1, (q′
1, β2

q′
1
)◦, a′

2, . . . , a′
r, (q′

r, β2
q′

r
)◦),

with q′
0 = q0 and r ≤ ℓ, such that the rest r(u) of the word u labelling this path has the

alphabet V , or M [q′
r][V ] = −1 if no such path exists.

To begin with, before the first iteration of the loop, we initialize M [q][V ] = −1 for all q

and V . Then we set M [q0][Vq0 ] = 0.
In the ℓth iteration, we copy M into the matrix M ′. We then go through all q and V and,

if M [q][V ] ̸= −1, we do the following: for all letters a ∈ Σ, for all q′ ∈ δ(q, a), set V ′ = V ∪{a}
and δ = 0. If V ′ = Σ, we reset V ′ = ∅ and set δ = 1. Then, we compute V ′′ = V ′ ∪ Vq′ .
If V ′′ = Σ (note that this can only happen when V ′ ̸= ∅) we reset V ′′ = ∅ and set δ = 1.
Finally, we compute V ′′′ = V ′′ ∪ Vq′ and set M ′[q][V ′′′] = max{M ′[q′][V ′′], M [q][V ] + δ}.

We stop this process after n iterations.
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Clearly, before the first iteration of our algorithm, the property we intend to maintain
holds. Then, in the ith iteration, we try to extend the already constructed path ending in
state q, with rest V , by reading first one letter and reaching state q′, and then by reading β2

q′ ,
and compute the universality index of this resulting path. So, the property is maintained in
the ℓth iteration.

The complexity of this phase is O∗(n32σ), if all the above steps are implemented naïvely.
Now, the highest universality index of a word accepted by A is the largest value M [q][V ]

for q ∈ F , V ⊆ Σ.
Conclusion: The algorithm consisting of the three phases above decides whether A accepts

words whose universality index is arbitrarily large, or, if this is not the case, computes the
largest universality index of a word accepted by A. Its time complexity is O∗(n32σ). ◀

As a corollary of Lemma 19, we get the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 20. For a given NFA A with n states and |Σ| = σ and a natural number k ∈ N,
we can decide k-ESU in O∗(n32σ) time.

Proof. We first use Lemma 19 to test whether A accepts words whose universality index is
arbitrarily large. If yes, then the answer for the given instance of k-ESU is positive. If A
does not accept words whose universality index is arbitrarily large, we compute the largest
universality index ℓ of a word accepted by A. If ℓ ≥ k, then the answer for the given instance
of k-ESU is positive. Otherwise, the answer for the given instance of k-ESU is negative. ◀

Next, we approach the k-ASU problem. Once again, we show a preliminary lemma.

▶ Lemma 21. For a given NFA A with n states and |Σ| = σ, we can compute in O∗(n32σ)
time the smallest universality index of a word accepted by A.

Proof. Clearly, the set of words accepted by A which have the smallest universality index
(among all words accepted by A) includes a word which is the label of a simple path in A.
So, to solve the problem stated in this lemma it is enough to consider only words which
are the label of simple paths in A. The length of these words is upper bounded by n. This
also shows that their universality index is upper bound by n (so, as a consequence, this
universality index and the numbers smaller than it fit in one memory word).

The solution of our problem is done by a dynamic programming algorithm. We define
two n × 2σ matrices M, M ′ where initially M [q][V ] = M ′[q][V ] = ∞ for V ⊆ Σ. Also, we
use a set L = ∅. Further, set M [q0][∅] = 0 and insert (q0, ∅) in L.

We will maintain the property that before the (r + 1)th iteration of our algorithm (for
r ≥ 0) M [q][S] stores the minimal number of arches of the word wr,q of length at most r

which connects q0 and q such that alph(r(wr,q)) = S. This property clearly holds before the
first iteration of the algorithm. Now, we perform the following steps

for ℓ = 1 to n

for all (q, S) ∈ L

for all a ∈ Σ and q′ ∈ δ(q, a)
if S ∪ {a} = Σ

set M ′[q′][∅] = M [q][S] + 1 and insert (q′, ∅) in L

else
set M ′[q′][S ∪ {a}] = M [q][S] and insert (q′, S ∪ {a}) in L

for all q ∈ Q and V ⊆ Σ
set M [q][V ] = min{M [q][V ], M ′[q][V ]}
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In the iteration of the outmost for-loop for ℓ = r we actually consider, for each pair (q, S),
the word v of length at most r − 1 which connects q0 and q, such that v has a minimum
number of arches and alph(r(v)) = S (the relevant information about this path, i.e., its rest
and the number of arches is stored in M), and try to extend this path by one letter a. This
leads to another pair (q′, S ∪ {a}), and we simply check if this is the word v′ with a minimum
number of arches, of length at most r which connects q0 and q′, such that alph(r(v′)) is
either ∅, when Σ = S ∪ {a}, or S ∪ {a} otherwise (see also Lemma 25, which explains how a
path is extended). This implies that the property which we wanted to maintain holds before
the iteration of the loop for ℓ = r + 1.

The time complexity of this algorithm is O∗(n32σ).
Now, the smallest universality index of a word accepted by A is simply the minimum

entry M [q][V ], for a final state q. ◀

▶ Theorem 22. For a given NFA A with n states, and input alphabet of size σ, and a natural
number k, k-ASU is decidable in O∗(n32σ) time.

Proof. We first use Lemma 21 to compute ℓ, the smallest universality index of a word
accepted by A. If ℓ < k, then the answer for the given instance of k-ASU is negative.
Otherwise, the answer is positive. ◀

After the submission of this conference paper, we realized that the algorithmic problems
solved in Lemma 21 and Theorem 22 can actually be solved, in fact, in polynomial time.
These results will be included in an extended version of this paper.

We conclude this section by showing that k-ESU is actually NP-complete, and it is
NP-hard even for k = 1. Clearly, in the light of our previous results from Theorem 20, for
this problem to be NP-hard we need to consider the case of an input alphabet σ ∈ Ω(log n).
▶ Remark 23. Note that an automaton accepts a word w which is k-universal for k > n = |Q|
iff there exists a state q, which is both accessible and co-accessible, and a loop from q to q

labelled with a ℓ-universal word, for some ℓ ≥ 1. Indeed, for the left-to-right implication, we
look at the states qi reached by reading the first i arches of the word w, for i ∈ [k]. Clearly,
there will be some i < j such that qi = qj , and the subpath between qi and qj on the path
labelled with w is ℓ-universal for some ℓ ≥ 1. The other implication is immediate.

▶ Theorem 24. k-ESU is NP-complete.

Proof. We begin by showing that this problem is in NP.
To solve k-ESU in NP-time, we first check if the automaton A contains a state q, which

is both accessible and co-accessible, and a path from q to q labelled with a x-universal word.
First, we traverse (deterministically) the graph of A from q0 to determine the accessible states,
and also from the final states using the inverted edges to determine the co-accessible states.
For each of these states, we non-deterministically guess a 1-universal word of length at most
nσ and see if this takes us from q to q (by Lemma 18 we have that, if there exists a 1-universal
word accepted by an altered version of the automaton A, where q is the unique initial and
final state, then there exists one such word of length at most nσ). If we successfully guessed
this word, and k > n, then we simply accept the input automaton; otherwise, we reject. If
k ≤ n and no such altered autonaton exists, then follwoing Lemma 18 any k-subsequence
universal word must have length at most knσ. Therefore, we can check every word in Σknσ

to determine if any word is both k-subsequence universal and accepted by A. If such a word
is found we accept the input automaton, otherwise we reject.

The fact that the problem is NP-hard follows from the proof of Theorem 3 from [29]. For
completeness (as the respective proof is not given in the accessible version of the paper), we
sketch here a reduction from the Hamiltonian Path Problem. The high level idea behind this
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reduction is to take a graph G = (V, E) containing n vertices v1, . . . , vn and construct an
automaton A containing n2 + 2 states, with a unique starting state q0, a unique failure state
qf , and a set of n2 states labeled qi,j for every i, j ∈ [1, n]. The state qi,j is used to represent
visiting the vertex vj at the ith step of some path in G. With this in mind, a transition
exists from qi,j to qℓ,k if and only if ℓ = i + 1, and (j, k) is an edge in G. In order to map
the paths accepted by this automaton directly to the paths in G, each transition is labelled
by the index k corresponding to the end state of the edge, i.e., the transition between qi,j

and qi+1,k is labelled by k. With this construction, the path in A labelled by the word w

corresponds directly to some path of length |w| in G.
As a Hamiltonian path must have length exactly n, for every j ∈ [1, n] the state qn,j is

marked as an accepting state, and every transition from qn,j leads to the failure state qf .
From this construction, any 1-universal word must correspond exactly to some permutation
of the alphabet [n], representing a Hamiltonian path in G. In the other direction if no such
word exists, then there does not exist any such path. ◀

As far as k-ASU is concerned, from Lemma 16, and the other results presented here,
we can only infer that this problem is in coNP. However, as mentioned above, more recent
results show that it can actually be solved in polynomial time.

4 Counting and Ranking

In this section we discuss the problems of counting and ranking efficiently k-universal words
from a regular language, given as a DFA, or k-universal paths in the case when the respective
language is given as an NFA. Note, that there is a one-to-one correspondence between paths
and words in the case of DFAs, so, for the sake of simplicity, from now on we will simply talk
about counting and ranking paths accepted by the finite automata we are given as input.

Here, we define the problem of counting and ranking problems, for a given automaton A,
and universality index k. The counting problem is defined as the problem of determining the
number of k-universal words accepted by A, equivalent to determining the size of UnivL(A),k.
For a given length m ∈ N, the problem of counting the number of k-universal words of
length exactly (respectively, at most) m is the problem of determining the size of UnivAm,k

(respectively UnivA≤m,k. The rank of a word w ∈ An is the number of k-universal words
accepted by A that are smaller than w, i.e. the size of {v < w | v ∈ UnivL(A),k}. For a given
length m, the rank of w within the set of k-universal words of length exactly (respectively,
at most) m is the problem of determining the size of the set |{v < w | v ∈ UnivAm,k}|
(respectively, |{v < w | v ∈ UnivA≤m,k}|).

Recall that we are operating on a DFA or NFA A with n states and an alphabet of size
σ > 1 (the case σ = 1 is trivial). We are also given as input the natural numbers k and m

in binary representation: we are interested in counting (ranking) the k-universal words of
length m contained in L(A). It is important to know that these problems are only interesting
for k ≤ m/σ; otherwise, there are no m-length k-universal words. However, an additional
difficulty related to this problem, compared to the case of the decision problems discussed
in Section 3, is that we need to do arithmetics with large numbers. In general, if M is an
upper bound on the value of the numbers that we need to process and ω is the size of the
memory word of our model, then each arithmetic operation requires at most O( log M

ω ) time
to complete. In the cases we approach here, M ≤ (nσ)m+1 (a crude upper bound on the
total number of paths of length at most m in A), so each arithmetic operation requires at
most O( (m+1) log(nσ)

ω ), that is O∗(m) time.
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This section is laid out as follows. First, we consider the problems of counting the number
of k-universal accepting paths of the finite automaton A. For a given m ∈ N this is split
into two cases, counting the number of k-universal accepting paths of A of length exactly m,
and counting the number of k-universal accepting paths of A of length at most m. We show
that both can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. Additionally, we show that the number
of k-universal accepting paths of A can be computed in O∗(n4k22σ) time.

We extend our counting results to the ranking setting, showing that a path π (respectively,
word w) can be ranked within the set of k-universal paths (respectively, words) of length
exactly m accepted by the NFA (respectively, DFA) A in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time, of length at
most m in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time, and of any length in O∗(n4k22σ) time.

The main tool used in this section is the n × (m + 1) × k × 2σ size table T , which we refer
to as the path table of length m for a given m ∈ N0. Each entry in the table T is indexed
by a state q ∈ Q, a length ℓ ∈ [0, m], the number of arches c ∈ [0, k − 1], and a subset of
symbols R ⊂ Σ. The entry T [q, ℓ, c, R] contains the number of ℓ-length paths starting at the
state q0 and ending in the state q such that the words induced by the paths contain each c

arches, and the alphabet of the rest is R. Thus, in the context of the arch factorisation, we
are interested in all words belonging to paths in A which are not yet k-universal. Formally,
we have T [q, ℓ, c, R] =

∑
w∈Σℓ,alph(r(w))=R,ι(w)=c |P(w, q)|, where P(w, q) is the set of paths

from q0 to q in A labelled by w. Note, that for DFAs, we have |P(w, q)| = 1. The words
which have at least k arches in their arch factorisation are captured in the auxiliary n × m + 1
size table U [q, ℓ], which we refer to as the universal words table. Each entry in U is indexed by
a state q ∈ Q and length ℓ ∈ [0, m] with the entry U [q, ℓ] containing the number of ℓ-length
paths ending at q which are k-universal, i.e., ι(w) ≥ k.

The remainder of this section provides the combinatorial and technical tools needed to
construct the tables T and U . Theorems 29 and 34, and Corollary 31 summarise the main
complexity results of this section.

▶ Lemma 25. Let π be an (ℓ − 1)-length path in the NFA A ending at q and corresponding
to the word wπ, such that ι(wπ) = c and alph(r(wπ)) = R. Then the word wπ′ corresponding
to the path π′ formed by following a transition labelled x ∈ Σ from q either:

has an empty rest (r(wπ′) = ε) if R ∪ {x} = Σ and hence ι(wπ′) = c + 1, or
has a rest equal to R∪{x} (alph(r(wπ′)) = R∪{x}) if R∪{x} ⊊ Σ and hence ι(wπ′) = c.

Proof. In the first case, if alph(r(wπ)) = Σ \ {x} then r(wπ)x is an arch, as it contains
every symbol from Σ at least once, and hence the arch factorisation of wπ′ contains c + 1
arches, and an empty rest, i.e. ι(wπ′) = c + 1 and r(wπ′) = ε. Otherwise, r(wπ)x contains
the set of letters R ∪ {x}, and does not complete a new arch. Hence the arch factorisation
of wπ′ contains c arches and the rest contains the letters R ∪ {x}, i.e., ι(wπ′) = c and
alph(r(wπ′)) = alph(wπ) ∪ {x}. ◀

Lemma 25 provides the outline of the dynamic programming approach used to compute
the table T . Starting with the 0-length path corresponding to the empty word ε, the value of
T [q, ℓ, c, R] is computed from the values of T [q′, ℓ−1, c′, R′], allowing an efficient computation
of the table. Corollary 26 rewrites this in terms of computing the number of paths of length
ℓ ending at state q corresponding to words with c arches and the set of symbols R of w’s
rest. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 25.

▶ Corollary 26. Let π be an ℓ-length path in the NFA A with ι(wπ) = c, and alph(r(wπ)) = R.
Now, we distinguish the cases whether R is empty:
R = ∅: ι(wπ[1, ℓ − 1]) = c − 1 and alph(r(wπ[1, ℓ − 1])) = Σ \ {wπ[ℓ]},
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R ̸= ∅: ι(wπ[1, ℓ − 1]) = c and either alph(r(wπ[1, ℓ − 1])) = alph(r(wπ)) \ {wπ[ℓ]} or
alph(r(wπ[1, ℓ − 1])) = alph(r(wπ)). In this case we also have R = alph(r(wπ[1, ℓ − 1])) ∪
{wπ[ℓ]}.

Now, we formally establish the dynamic programming approach to calculate the value
of T [q, ℓ, c, R] from the already computed cells of the table. For better readability, we use
P[q, ℓ, c, R] as the set of all ℓ-length paths from q0 to q where the associated word has c

arches and the alphabet of its rest is R. Notice that we have |P[q, ℓ, c, R]| = T [q, ℓ, c, R].

▶ Lemma 27. Let A be an NFA and assume that T [q0, 0, 0, ∅] is given. Notice that given
q ∈ Q, the combination (q′, x) ∈ Q×Σ only contributes to T [q, ℓ, c, R] if we have q′ ∈ ∆(q, x).
Thus, we have for all ℓ ≥ 1

T [q, ℓ, c, R] =
∑
x∈Σ,

q′∈∆(q,x)


0 if x /∈ R and R ≠ ∅,

0 if R = ∅, c = 0,

T [q′, ℓ − 1, c − 1, Σ \ {x}] if R = ∅, c > 0,

T [q′, ℓ − 1, c, R \ {x}] + T [q′, ℓ − 1, c, R] if R ≠ ∅, x ∈ R.

Proof. From Lemma 25, for every path π ∈ P[q, ℓ − 1, c, R], corresponding to the word
wπ, and symbol x, there exists some ℓ-length path π′ ending at some state q′ ∈ δ(q, x)
corresponding to the word wπ′ = wπx such that:

π′ ∈ P[q′, ℓ, c + 1, ∅], if R = Σ \ {x}, or
π′ ∈ P[q′, ℓ, c, R ∪ {x}] if R ≠ Σ \ {x}.

In the other direction, from Lemma 26, every path π′ ∈ P [q, ℓ, c, R] corresponding to the
word wπ′ must contain an (ℓ − 1)-length prefix corresponding to a word with either:

c − 1 arches, and the set of symbols Σ \ {x} in the rest of the word, if R = ∅, or
c arches, and rest of the word containing the set of symbols R or R \ {x}, if R ≠ ∅.

Therefore, if R = ∅, the size of P [q, ℓ, c, R] is equal to
∑

x∈Σ
∑

q′∈∆(q,x) T [q′, ℓ−1, c−1, Σ\{x}].
Similarly, if R ̸= ∅, the size of P[q, ℓ, c, R] is equal to

∑
x∈R

∑
q′∈∆(q,x) T [q′, ℓ − 1, c, R \

{x}] + T [q′, ℓ − 1, c, R].
Note that if R ≠ ∅, and x /∈ R for some x ∈ Σ, there is no path in P [q, ℓ, c, R] where the

final transition is labelled x. Similarly , P[q, ℓ, 0, ∅] = ∅ for any ℓ ≥ 1. Otherwise, one of the
two above cases must apply, depending on the value of R. This concludes the proof. ◀

Following Lemma 27, the table T can be constructed via dynamic programming. As a
base case, note that the only length 0 path in this automaton starting at q0 is the empty
path, which must also end at state q0 and contains 0 arches and no symbols in the alphabet
of the rest. Therefore, T [q, 0, c, R] is set to 0 for every q ∈ Q, R ⊊ Σ and c ∈ [0, k − 1] other
than T [q0, 0, 0, ∅], which is set to 1. We now use T to construct U .

▶ Corollary 28. We have U [q, ℓ] =
∑

x∈Σ,q′∈∆(q,x) U [q′, ℓ − 1] + T [q′, ℓ − 1, k − 1, Σ \ {x}].

Proof. The correctness of this construction follows from Lemma 27. ◀

Note that the total number of k-universal accepting paths of the automaton A is given by∑
q∈F U [q, m]. Using the tables T and U , the total number of k-universal paths and words

of length m can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ).

▶ Theorem 29. The number of k-universal accepting paths of length m of an NFA A, for
k ≤ m/σ, can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. For k > m/σ, this number is 0.

ISAAC 2023
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Proof. Note that, as explained before, all arithmetic operations require O(m) time in our
computational model (we operate with numbers of value at most (nσ)m). Using the table
U , the number of k-universal words of length m can be counted by computing the sum∑

q∈F U [q, m], which takes O∗(mn) time. To construct the table U , it is nessesary first to
construct the table T . Assuming that the value of T [q′, ℓ−1, c′, R′] has been precomputed for
every q′ ∈ Q, c′ ∈ [1, k − 1] and R′ ⊊ Σ, the value of T [q, ℓ, c, R] can be computed in O∗(mn)
time. As there are n values of q ∈ Q, 2σ values of R ⊂ Σ, and k values of c ∈ [0, k − 1],
the value of T [q, ℓ, c, R] can be computed for every q ∈ Q, c ∈ [0, k − 1] , and R ⊂ Σ in
O∗(mn2k2σ) time. As there are m + 1 values of ℓ ∈ [0, m], the total time of constructing T

is O∗(m2n2k2σ).
Analogously, the value of U [q, ℓ] can be computed in O∗(mn) time, assuming the values

of U [q′, ℓ − 1] and T [q′, ℓ − 1, k − 1, Σ \ {x}] have be precomputed from every q′ ∈ Q and
x ∈ Σ. Hence U can be constructed from the table T in O∗(m2n2) time. By extension the
number of k-universal paths of length m accepted by A computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. ◀

▶ Corollary 30. The number of k-universal accepting paths of length at most m of an NFA
A, for k ≤ m/σ, can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. For k > m/σ, this number is 0.

Proof. Observe that the number of k-universal paths of length at most ℓ is equal to∑
q∈F

∑
ℓ∈[1,m] U [q, ℓ]. As this summation can be computed in O∗(mn) time once U has been

constructed, the total complexity follows from the cost of constructing tables T and U . ◀

Since in a DFA each word is associated with exactly one path, the following holds.

▶ Corollary 31. The number of k-universal words of length either exactly or at most m

accepted by a DFA A, for k ≤ m/σ, can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. For k > m/σ,
this number is 0.

We may further generalise this to the problem of finding the number of perfect k-universal
words and paths by discarding any k-universal paths with a non-empty rest.

▶ Corollary 32. The number of perfect k-universal accepting paths of length either exactly or
at most m of an NFA A, for k ≤ m/σ, can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time.

▶ Corollary 33. The number of perfect k-universal words of length either exactly or at most
m accepted by a DFA A, for k ≤ m/σ, can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time.

We now generalise these tools to the problem of counting the total number of k-universal
paths accepted by a finite automaton A. The primary challenge of counting the total number
of such paths comes from determining if there exists either a finite or an infinite number of
k-universal paths accepted by A. By the pumping lemma [26], we have that an automaton
A accepts an infinite number of k-universal words (paths) if and only if A accepts some
k-universal word (path) of length at least n + 1. Clearly, if k > n we have that A either
accepts an infinite number of k-universal words (paths) or none (and this can be tested as
in Lemma 19, in time that does not depend on k). Therefore, using the upper bound on
the maximum length of the shortest k-universal word accepted by the automaton A from
Lemma 18, combined with Corollary 31, we now count the total number of k-subsequence
universal words accepted by A.

▶ Theorem 34. The total number of k-universal words (resp., paths) accepted by a DFA
(resp., NFA) A can be determined in O∗(n4k22σ) time (resp., O∗(n4k32σ) time), for k ≤ n.
For k > n, this number is either 0 or ∞, and can be determined in O∗(n32σ) time.
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Proof. We only show this for NFAs, as the argument for DFAs is similar (and uses the
previous results corresponding to this class of automata).

Note first that if an automaton accepts some k-universal paths w of length at least n + 1,
then it must accept an infinite number of such words, as the path induced by w in A must
visit some state twice and thus contain a cycle. Therefore, if A accepts only a finite number
of k-universal paths, the total number of paths accepted by A can be computed in O∗(n4k2σ)
time via Theorem 29 and Corollary 30.

Following the same arguments as in Lemma 18, a k-universal path of length of at least
n + 1 exists if and only if there exists some k-universal word of length between n + 1 and
knσ, hence it is sufficient to check if A accepts some word of length between n + 1 and knσ,
which can be achieved in O∗(n4k32σ) time. If no k-universal word accepted by A of length
at least n + 1 exists, then total number of k-universal words accepted by A is determined by
counting the number of k-universal words accepted by A of length at most n. ◀

We now extend our results of counting to the problem of ranking k-universal words. Note,
that these results can be generalised to ranking the k-universal accepted paths, but one
needs to define an ordering on the transitions from each state in the automaton. To keep
the presentation simple, we will therefore only discuss here about DFAs and words. The
main idea is to count the number of k-universal words with a prefix strictly smaller than
the prefix of w of the same length; again, each arithmetic operation takes O(m) time in our
computational model. This section is laid out as follows. First, we show how to compute
the rank of w efficiently within the set UnivA≤m,k in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time. Secondly, we show
that the rank of w can be computed within the set UnivL(A),k in O∗(n4k32σ) time. As noted
above, when discussing counting, these problems only make sense for k ≤ m/σ. This follows
from the same arguments used to count the total number of k-universal words accepted by
A laid out in Theorem 34.

The primary tool used in this section is a generalisation of the path table: the fixed prefix
path table of length m is an n × (m + 1) × k × 2σ sized table, defined for a set of prefixes
PR and denoted T (PR). Informally, the table T (PR) is used to count the number of paths
with some prefix from the given set PR. Thus, T (PR)[q, ℓ, c, R] stores the number of words
w ∈ Σℓ associated to a path from q0 to q, with ι(w) = c, alph(r(w)) = R, and there exists a
p ∈ PR such that p = w[1, |p|]. The table U(PR) is defined analogously to the table U but
again with the additional condition as in T (PR). These tables can be constructed directly
using the same techniques introduced for T and U , by initially setting T (PR)[q0, 0, 0, ∅] to 0
and T (PR)[δ(q0, p), |p|, ι(p), alph(r(p))] to 1 for every p ∈ PR. Similarly, in the special case
where there exists some p ∈ PR such that ι(p) ≥ k, then the value of U [δ(q0, p), |p|] is set
to 1. We assume, without loss of generality, that no prefix in PR is also the prefix of some
other word p′ ∈ PR. The remaining entries are computed as before. In the following results,
we use PR(w) = {w[1, i]x | i ∈ [0, |w|], x ∈ [1, w[i + 1] − 1]}. Note, that the following results
hold for both counting words accepted by deterministic automata, and accepting paths in
non-deterministic automata.

▶ Corollary 35. T (PR), U(PR) are constructible for m-length paths in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time.

▶ Theorem 36. The rank of w ∈ UnivAm,k can be determined in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time.

Proof. Note that a word v is smaller than w (w.r.t. the lexicographical ordering) if and only
if v is a prefix of w or they share a common prefix u and v[|u| + 1] < w[|u| + 1]. Therefore,
the number of m-length k-universal words starting with some prefix in PR(w) is given
by either

∑
q∈F U(PR(w))[q, m], if w has length at most m, or 1 +

∑
q∈F U(PR(w))[q, m]
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if the w[1, m]th state of the path associated with w is an accepting state, |w| > m, and
ι(w[1, m]) = k. As T (PR(w)) can be computed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time, and the above
summation completed in O∗(mn) time, the total time complexity of finding the m-length
rank of w is O∗(m2n2k2σ). ◀

▶ Corollary 37. The rank of w ∈ UnivA≤m,k can be determined in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time.

Proof. Using the table T (PR(w)) as above, the number of words k-universal words of length
at most m smaller than w is given by

∑
i∈[1,m]

∑
q∈F

U(PR(w))[q, i] +
∑

i∈[1,m]

{
1, qw[1,i] ∈ F,

0, qw[1,i] /∈ F.

As the table can be constructed in O∗(m2n2k2σ) time, and the summation requires at most
O∗(m2n) time, the total complexity of finding the at-most-m-length rank of a word w in
UnivAm,k is O∗(m2n2k2σ). ◀

▶ Corollary 38. The rank of w ∈ UnivL(A),k can be determined in O∗(n4k32σ) time.

Proof. Following the same arguments as given in Theorem 34, note that there is an infinite
number of words smaller than w if and only if there exists some word of length at least
n + 1 with a prefix in PR. The existence of such a word can be determined from the tables
T (PR(w)) and U(PR(w)) for paths of length at most kmσ in O∗(k2n3) time. As the tables
T (PR(w)) and U(PR(w)) can be constructed for paths of length at most knσ in O∗(n4k32σ)
time, the total rank of w within UnivL(A),k can be computed in O∗(n4k2) time. ◀

5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a series of novel algorithmic results and insights regarding the analysis
of the sets which can be expressed as the intersection of regular languages and the language
of k-universal words over some alphabet. We have introduced two natural notions of k-
universality in regular languages, namely existence k-universal languages and universal
k-universal languages, and have proposed algorithms for testing whether a regular language
is in one of these two classes. While we have a good understanding of the problem of deciding
whether a language is defined by an existence k-universal automaton, the exact complexity
of the problem of deciding whether a language is universal k-universal remains open. As well
as the introduction of these notions, and the study of some decisions problems related to
them, we have provided a toolbox for counting and ranking k-universal paths (respectively,
words) accepted by a given NFA (respectively, DFA).

We note that using a divide and conquer approach to count paths (with a certain amount
of arches, at most m) of length 2ℓ by combining paths of length 2ℓ−1 (with less arches), one
factor m can be reduced to log m for counting and ranking words of (or of at most) given
length m, at the cost of additional complexity in terms of n, k and σ (as, in that case, one
would have to allow the existence of prefixes of such paths which are not part of arches, as
well as consider the fact that these paths connect arbitrary pairs of states, and may have
different counts of arches). This has been left out of the current version to provide a clearer
understanding of our main results, and avoid over-complicating the presentation of the paper.
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number 389613931. Florin Manea’s work was supported by the DFG Heisenberg-project
number 466789228.
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